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2 modules ROMFIL evoFLUX          each 10 m²
(product-dependent)

Lenght:                    1.300 mm
Width:                       800 mm
Height:                    1.800 mm
Weight:                          200 kg
Installed electrical power:         2,05 kW

XF2/3-W 
evoflow Wine

Romfil crossflow filtration with EvoFlow Technology for wine
-  No CO2 loss
-  No increase in temperature
-  No loss of aroma
-  No foreign flavors
-  Only one sufficient filtration gear
-  Reduced residual quantity losses compared to conventional wine clarification
-  Economical and low-maintenance technology
-  Evoflux modules durable up to 70 degrees Celsius
-  Under 50 db operating noise
-  With delivery directly usable because preassembled

Options (selection)

Option XF3: Extension to XF3 - 3. Hollow fibre wine filter module with10 m² = 30 m²  Current capacity up to  
3.750 l/h. Installed electrical power: 2,05 kW 

Option 3/2/1: Switching to 1 module for the filtration of smaller quantities.

Option WIFI, text message, Email: The WIFI option allows customers to track and monitor operation of their Romfil 
Crossflow Filtration System via smartphone, tablet or PC. With the Text Message/ Email Option, the filtration system 
sends a text message (SMS) with the filter‘s status messages to a pre-set mobile phone. 

Option Vario: With the Vario function, the filter decreeds of a control system for an 
external feeding pump. You can operate with the filter directly at the supply tank or 
operate indirectly through a feeding pump.

The Romfil wine filtration system XF2/3-W is completely in stainless steel pipes and handmade. It has standard 
touch panel, pre-filter, dry running protection, over- and under-pressure protection, automatic gas pressure backwash 
(CO2, N2 or air) and an adjustable dynamic filtration. 

Filtration

Romfil
Performance up to 2.500 l/h

Xf

Made in Germany
Prices on demand. We reserve the right to make changes and corrections at any time.
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